
WHAT IS DxChain?

DxChain is a big data and machine learning 
network powered by a computation-centric 
blockchain with a native protocol token (DX).

With a number of significant innovations, 
especially the revolutionary “Chains-on-chain” 
architecture design, DxChain provides a 
comprehensive solution for running machine 
learning algorithms and businesses intelligence 
on big data and keeping data secure and private. 

PLATFORM

To perform computations, users must have deposit to run the 
application. The task is assigned to the master chain, which will 
then forward to the computation chain. The computation chain will 
retrieve data from the data chain if needed. When the task 
completes, the results will be stored in the storage chain and the 
status will be sent to the master chain.

TOKEN

DxChain has incentive mechanisms to run the whole network. 
There are three types of miners: computation miners, storage 
miners, and miners who create blocks. All three types of miners 
will get DX token for rewards. Also, Dapps built on top of DxChain 
can use DX token for their own purposes.
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BIG DATA MEETS BLOCKCHAIN

BIG DATA MEETS BLOCKCHAIN

Maximize individual dataset 
to its capacity

Empower data subjects 
to control their own data

Protect personal data 
with flexibility

Support Business intelligence 
and machine learning Dapp

DxChain IS THE GAME CHANGER
DxChain provides two fundamental capacities: computation and storage. Today, 
only a handful of large enterprises have the capacities to run big data tasks 
because they can afford a high cost for scaling hardware and obtain a majority of 
the consumers’ data. 

DxChain is committed to providing the most stable and universal solution to 
distributed data storage and computation. DxChain takes the technology 
advantages of Hadoop, which are repeatedly verified in the industry over the past 
decade, and combines them with the unique mechanisms of blockchain to solve 
the distributed storage and computation issues in the multi-center environment.

DxChain can break down the information monopolies in the hands of tech giants, 
and usher the internet into a new, multi-dimensional and multi-polarizing era.

HOW DxChain WORKS?

Provide Solutions To 
Big Data Problems

INVESTORS

Token Sale Allocation

Hard Cap                

Price   

Lock Strategy

$ 17.5 Million             

1 DX = $ 0.0009

$ 4 Million           

* 1 DX ≈ $ 0.0014

No Lockup

Release before listing  25%
Locked for total 3 months 25%
Locked for total 6 months  25%
Locked for total 12 months  25%

Private Sale  Public Sale

JOIN US

DxChain News 

DxChainGlobal (New) 

DxChainGlobal (Full) 

DxChain Chinese 

Youtube Channel 

Twitter 

Website

Steemit

White paper 

Medium

Reddit
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TOKEN ALLOCATION Token Information

Token Allocation

DX

ERC20

YES

Ticker

Type

Know Your Customer

100 Billion              

22 Billion

Total Tokens Supply      

Total Tokens for Sale 
          Ecosystem, Mining & Community 

48%

* The public sale price is subject to change due to the market performance.
Please stay tuned to the �nal announcement made by the DxChain project team.

https://t.me/dxchainchannel
https://t.me/dxchain
https://t.me/dxchain1
https://t.me/DxChainGroup_CN
https://www.youtube.com/c/dxchain
https://twitter.com/DxChainNetwork
https://www.dxchain.com/
https://steemit.com/@dxchainnetwork
https://docsend.com/view/8w3fman
https://medium.com/dxchainnetwork
https://www.reddit.com/r/DxChainNetwork/



